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When you give in to what your body desires...Sara was only months away from graduation and had resolved herself to a life of daydreams. Losing her virginity was not anything like she had imagined and it had only made her wary of sex. When Sara is given the chance to rewrite that night, she has to decide if she is ready to finally experience her sexual fantasies.Chase has always gone after what he wanted. He doesn't hesitate to pursue the gorgeous coworker that sets his
blood on fire. He would have her, even if it meant competing for her affection. After an incident in a yoga class, Chase's whole world is turned upside down when he realizes that Sara is not the only one he was lusting after. Jake has spent two years working up the courage to tell Sara how he really felt. With graduation fast approaching, he knew that it was finally time to battle his anxiety and make Sara his. Things get complicated as he discovers that his body craved more
than just Sara....You will spend a night Discovering PleasureDISCOVERING PLEASURE is intended for readers who enjoy explicit scenes of M/F, M/M, and M/M/F. It is a steamy MMF bisexual romance with a HEA.
I fell in love with my friend’s dad and her stepdad. I always thought my friend Jess’s dad was so hot. Tex is big, muscular, with wide shoulders and a charming grin. What could be better? But Jess scoffs with disgust. Instead, she thinks my dad is hot and proposes that we do a daddy swap. What? What’s that? Jess explains. A daddy swap is where we swap daddies for fun. It’s no big deal. She’ll take mine and I’ll take hers. Except Jess actually has two daddies: her dad,
and her stepdad. Both Tex and Rex are huge, muscular and charming with smiles that make me melt and lassoes made of thick, bulging rope. Her dads are both divorced now too, but I still can’t get over this idea of a daddy swap. Are we really going to do that? The only way to find out is to try … Fun, filthy, and delectably sweet romance continues with the Sweet Treats series. In this story, Marni gets to try on two different sizes to see if she can make things fit. Not only
that, but technology plays a role in the threesome’s love … in a filthily fun way. Warning: Swords cross but it makes the story even better! No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an HEA for my readers.
Some secrets refuse to stay hidden. Lacey Daughtry’s perfect weekend is interrupted by tragic news of her brother’s murder in the line of duty. Plagued by a rash of mysterious phone calls, she turns to her brother’s best friends and fellow officers for protection…and comfort. Spending time in close contact with Mason and Tyler, the two men she’s dreamed of since her first girlhood crush, seems like the answer to a prayer. Especially when they begin to explore the desire
she’s harbored for so long. But the partners are holding out on Lacey. Determined to suppress the most extreme facets of their lust, they agree to settle for sharing the woman they crave while concealing their desire for each other. Until Lacey cracks their resolve, unleashing a torrent of emotions that threatens to distract them when they can least afford it. Their blossoming relationship is complicated by secrets. And the only way to evade the killer threatening their lives is
to bare their souls in the darkest hours of the night. Or everything will come crashing down, just before the dawn. Warning: After reading this book you’ll never look at a pair of hot cops, a cemetery or a can of Spaghetti-O’s the same way again.
Just this once, I want two men to be all mine. When Blake and Bryan walked into my high school biology class, my mouth dropped open. These were the new transfer students? The twins were gorgeous: they were six three, with God-like physiques, black hair and mesmerizing green eyes. But Blake and Bryan are more than just students. They’re undercover cops working to bust a drug ring among the rich kids at Canterdale High. And they enlist me in their scheme. I’m a
curvy girl, who’s supposed to be a honey pot in this plan. I’ll be sexy, irresistible, not to mention wet and sticky with honey. But what if Blake and Bryan want to sample me first? Will the twins give me what I desire? Or is just one more too much to handle? Hey Readers – You’ll adore this tale of a sassy curvy girl who challenges two undercover cops in the halls of her high school. Blake and Bryan have a lot to offer, and they’re giving it ALL to Callie. This is an MMF
story where swords cross, but I promise that it’s so yummy that you’ll be begging for more! Xoxo, Cassie
Her Two Wishes: MMF Bisexual Romance
Getting Bent
Two Become Three
Searing Heet: MMF Bisexual Romance
Seeking Two Lovers
A MMF Bisexual Romance
Experience the world's most enchanting and timeless love story-retold with a romantic MMF twist. BELLE Belle's father always taught her to be smart, independent and fearless. It's no wonder she became an outcast in her small, French village. Belle doesn't regret making love with her new fianc. But when the entire town finds out, and tragedy strikes, it only makes Belle's situation worse. Now dreaming only of leaving her closed-minded town, Belle's father
makes her a promise. "When I return, we'll move to the city," he says. But what would Belle do if he didn't return? How would her neighbors treat her with her father not around? CAPTAIN BERNARD There is no one in town who doesn't love Captain Bernard. That is, no one except Belle. Sure, he's built, good-looking and powerful. But he is also full of himself and has gained the nickname 'The Animal' for his behavior on the battlefield. But is there more to
the Captain than meets the eye? Could his animalistic drive come from the pain of a long lost love? Is his love for Belle real? And when Belle's father disappears while on a trip to the city, will Captain Bernard be the one to come to Belle's rescue? THE BEAST Deep in the Dark Forest is an enchanted castle. In it lives a beast. With curling horns and jagged fangs, there is no one who could ever love such a creature. Unfortunately, love is the only thing that
could break the castle's curse. The Beast isn't all bad, however. Seeing a man being chased by wolves, the Beast gives him refuge in his castle. But when the man steals an enchanted rose as he leaves, the enraged Beast locks him up. Will the Beast allow the man's beautiful daughter to take his place? Could she be the one to break the curse? And will the Beast's heartbreaking secret change the way this classic tale ends? With steamy encounters, a gorgeous
Prince who visits Belle at night, and unexpected twists and turns, 'Beauty and Two Beasts' is a tantalizing retelling of a classic fairy tale that you will never forget. 'Beauty and Two Beasts' is a very steamy, ultra-high heat standalone bisexual menage romance with explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. Contains a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
A bad boy billionaire, his good-hearted best friend, and the curvy woman of their dreams fall into an unforgettable MMF bisexual romance when a fake relationship leads to, friends becoming lovers, sizzling encounters, and longtime best friends giving in to their heart-aching passion. HART When Hart saw two of his kindergarten students teasing another, he stepped in. When he found out that the kid was being teased because he had two dads, Hart had the
kid’s imagine how they would treat him, their teacher, if Hart had a husband. Who would have known that one of the kids would misinterpret it and tell his conservative parents… who would then complain to the school’s conservative board… who would then go to his principal to get Hart fired? Luckily the principle put her own job on the line to protect his. And all Hart has to do to save both of their jobs is to invite his “respectable” husband to meet the school
board. Too bad Hart doesn’t have a husband and the only one he had who would pretend was Vandal, his reckless childhood friend with more money than sense. IVY As principal, Ivy was surprised to learn that her favorite kindergarten teacher had a husband. Hadn’t their night out together been a date? No matter, she wasn’t going to allow the school’s board to fire him just because he was gay. But, the question was, how was her heart-thumping work-crush
married to her drool-worthy celebrity crush, Vandal Scott. And when the three of them are forced together by a school retreat and the bad boy billionaire makes things complicated, what is Ivy supposed to do considering how tired she is of having more respectability than sex? VANDAL It’s hard being drop dead gorgeous and born filthy rich, but Vandal Scott struggled through. But, seriously, what was genuinely hard was the boredom. So, when his childhood
best friend asks him to play the role of his dutiful husband, Vandal throws himself into the part. Who would have guessed that his pretend relationship would spark real feelings? And that the object of his affection would already have feelings for a beautiful principal who was a much better match for Hart than Vandal was? Falling in love for the first time and having a billion dollars at his disposal, how will Vandal win the heart of his long time best friend?
Desperate to have the life he didn’t even know he wanted, how many lives was Vandal willing to wreck to get it? ‘Reckless Vandal’ is a steamy bisexual romance with as many laughs as twists and turns. Loaded with enough MM, MFM, and MMF scenes to make your toes curl, it will leave you satisfied with its not-to-be-missed HEA ending. * Reckless Vandal’ is a standalone which includes appearances of the characters from ‘Hurricane Laine’ and ‘Burning
Blaze’.
Enjoy this steamy polyamory bisexual contemporary novel by best-selling contemporary romance author Lynn Burke... Finding my ex-fiancé beneath the man we invited into our relationship jaded my heart, and I refuse to share lovers ever again. The dating app Missing Link offers me the chance to fulfill my desire of having two men love on me at the same time—without the crossing of swords. Fate plays her games, and I end up separately dating two men at
the same time, who as a whole, would be my dream come true. The problem? They’re roommates. Best friends. And neither knows the girl they claim to have fallen for is one and the same. When the truth is uncovered, I perceive the unrequited love in one’s gaze and unrecognized feelings in the others. But the fear of being set aside a second time comes too late. I’m already in too deep. Seeking Two Lovers is the first standalone in the LGBTQ polyamorous
Missing Link Series. HEA guaranteed, this hurt/comfort friends to lovers hot romance begins because of a dating app. Perfect for readers who enjoy unrequited love, second chance romance, and best friends to lovers. If you’re a fan of Fiona Cole, Kenzie Haven, Roxanne Riley, Alyssa Turner, Ashley Jade, & Allyson Lindt, you’re going to love the Missing Link Series! *Trigger Warning: Contains a mention of past child abuse and sexual assault.
Claire had her daily routine figured out. Mornings spent rehearsing, nights performing at the club, and avoiding any form of contact with her pejorative neighbor Mrs. Dale in between. When her drunk boss, John, came up with his brilliant idea to pair his top two dancers in a duet performance, Claire took notice of Brad and Jeffrey, two regulars who eyed her night after night. It was a miscommunication that paved the way for Claire to hook up with Brad. But
as his intentions unraveled, what started as a promising relationship for Claire ended with her getting involved with a gay couple looking for a threesome with a luscious woman. But little did she know that one of the guys was linked to Mrs. Dale. What will happen as this story unfolds?
A Forbidden Romance
Their Secret
Bearly Rivals
Until Your Toes Curl Vol. 3: MMF Bisexual Romance Anthology
MMF Bisexual Bear Shifter Romance (Free)
Mmf Bisexual Romance

MAYA LEARNS THAT BEST FRIENDS SHARE EVERYTHING...INCLUDING HER Happy to spend the night at home with her live-in lover, Max, Maya is surprised to find out he's made other plans for them. Plans which include inviting his drop-dead gorgeous, tongue tying, panty meltingly hot best friend, Foster,
over. Max is convinced Maya doesn't like Foster, but thinks he can fix the problem if he can only get the two of them to spend some quality time together. Maya's feelings for Foster are complicated. She feels guilty for harboring an attraction to Foster, that borders on obsession, even though
she's head over heels in love with Max. And Foster's good looks make her so nervous that she can barely manage to speak in his presence. No matter - these things tend to work themselves out when two rock hard alpha bad boys get their baby girl sandwiched between them on a tiny couch, in front
of a blistering hot porn, while plying her with alcohol...
Hello, My name is Maya and I’m a sexaholic… Seriously. I need an intervention. There has to be some kind of 12 step program for people like me. Today, I had sex in public… at a rock concert… with one of my lovers, Max, while the other looked on from the stage. Foster is the lead singer and
lead guitarist for The Infidels, a local indie band on the verge of breaking out. They’re really hot right now – the music and the band. All five of them are alpha rockstar material. Including that smug bastard, Pace, who pushed me up against a tile bathroom wall, and kissed the brains from my
skull, without so much as a by your leave. Prick. As if a monogamous ménage romance weren’t enough to deal with, now I have a proposition – more like an ultimatum – from Pace, to consider. What in the hells did I ever do to deserve such a complicated sex life? To add to the chaos, I have an
all access ticket to the band’s dressing room, and the more time I spend in the company of Foster’s charismatic bandmates, whose sexcapades are practically legendary, the more my lady bits seem to be doing all of my thinking for me. It’s so wrong, but I can’t help it. I have an addiction. I
don’t know how much longer I’ll be able to hold out. With all of this temptation around, it feels like I’m in the middle of my own bad boy rockstar reverse harem fantasy, and I’m not sure how I’ll ever survive my BACK STAGE PASS…
A bad boy billionaire, an angsty ex-football player with a mysterious past, and the curvy woman who uncovers secrets, fall into an MMF bisexual romance when a fake relationship leads to, a first time gay relationship, sizzling encounters, and longtime best friends giving in to their heartaching passion. DANI Everything else in her life might be a mess, but Dani Spelling is the best investigative reporter you’ll ever meet. Her father-figure editor wants her to take over his job when he retires. But the billionaire owner of the company wants to give it to Jax Watt, the brooding
sports reporter who turns her into a schoolgirl with a crush every time he speaks. She can’t let her editor down, though. So when the billionaire asks her to pretend to be his girlfriend for an evening, she sees her way in. Is it? Or, is there something deeper going on between the drool-worthy
men? Is there a story there? And, does the story end with the two gorgeous men naked in her bed? HEET Heet Ray had no interest in inheriting his father’s billion dollar media empire. The only thing he was interested in was Jax Watt, his college best friend. Heet might not have figured out his
feelings for Jax, but he does know that he will go anywhere and spend anything to have Jax by his side. So, what will happen when Jax falls for a beautiful reporter who is intent on keeping them apart? It starts with Heet asking her to pretend to be his girlfriend for an evening. What will
happen next? Only Heet knows. JAX After eight years as a professional football player, an injury turned Jax Watt into someone who reported the sports instead of playing it. But that wasn’t what turned him into the moody, brooding man he became. That was because of the mountain of secrets he
was guarding. Did those secrets involve the way he felt about Heet, his college best friend and now boss? Did they involve Dani, the curvy co-worker he desperately wanted in his bed? Or, did Jax’s secrets revolve around something from his past that threatened to destroy his life and the lives
of everyone around him? Maybe he shouldn’t get into a complicated, mixed up love triangle with his best friend and a reporter who will stop at nothing to get promoted. There is no way a relationship like that could end well… Or, is that exactly what they all need to live happily ever after?
‘Searing Heet’ is a steamy bisexual romance with twists, turns and heat. Loaded with enough MM, MFM, and MMF scenes to make your toes curl, it will leave you satisfied with its not-to-be-missed HEA ending.
He wants his best friend's girl. How can he want his best friend too? When Connor met Katy, he knew she was the one. But it wasn't meant to be. Six years later, with PTSD and an honourable discharge from the army, he has nowhere else to go except home-back to the only two people who can help
him heal.Connor should leave, but he can't seem to stay away. Falling for Katy again isn't supposed to happen. Neither is falling for his best friend, Levi. His very straight best friend.He's fought for his country, and now he's fighting for love. This is one battle Connor cannot afford to
lose. Three Hearts is a slow-burn, emotionally charged, friends to lovers, bi-awakening MMF romance that will leave you breathless. Previously published as Delectable, it is the first story in the Rule of Three series and can be read as a standalone.
Just One More
Her Two Beasts: MMF Bisexual Romance Fairy Tale Collection
An Enemies to Lovers MMF Bisexual Romance
Three Hearts
Back Stage Pass
Seduced by 2

MAX IS UPSET. BUT FINDING HIS BEST FRIEND IN BED WITH HIS GIRLFRIEND ISN’T THE PROBLEM. It was that Foster and Maya went behind his back to do it, in secret, without him. As best friends and lovers, this threesome shares everything. Now Max is left feeling excluded and
betrayed. For their part, Maya and Foster feel incredibly guilty about how they’ve hurt Max and tarnished their sacred love triangle. They would do anything to make it up to him, even submit to Max for punishment. For some, the only path back to the light of love must come
from the depths of darkness, where limits are pushed and boundaries are tested. **Warning: Contains a hot, little MMF Bisexual threesome with MM that may just turn your panties to ash. So if you prefer your ménage romance without the bisexual romance, the Best Friends to
Lovers series may not be the threesome sex stories for you. However, if you don’t mind reading about two hot alpha bad boys with really big… intellects, seriously enjoying each other, for the first time, then all bets are off!
It’s too much! I gasped. But in the end, two men felt so nice. I went to Vegas for a bachelorette party. We were supposed to go to a Celine Dion concert, but instead we went to Lucky Paradise Two, where men dance for customers. It was just one time. In the back. In the
dark. With a set of hot twins. But what happens when they turn out to be my stepbrothers? What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas right? Unless they’ve left me with a baby … Hey Readers – The Manning Brothers series continues with Caden and Caleb’s story. The twins are
billionaires masquerading as go-go dancers, and the results are steamy! Put on your seatbelts because our sassy heroine finds true love in the most unlikely place of all. As always, the heat is on HIGH. You’ll adore the story, I promise! Xoxo, Cassandra
Jack Kelly. Driven. Volatile. Lonely. He grew up believing that some kinds of love are just wrong... "No Kelly has ever been worth a damn in this town until me. But the money? I can't talk to it, I can't fuck it, and believe me, it's a damn cold bed partner to wake up next
to." Dylan Smith. Sensual. Nurturing. Bisexual. He sees nothing wrong with enjoying the pleasures in life... "Just let yourself go. It's okay to let me love you. To let both of us love you." Cate MacMillan. Curvy. Smart. Frustrated. She's ready to shake off her
insecurities and stop denying herself... "No one else has ever made me feel like this. Wanton. Shameless. Free." Three friends who grew up together... Their childhoods were shaped by one man, their resentments fueled by two misunderstandings, and all three will be pulled
back into each other's lives by a loss that affects them all. What they'll find together isn't what any of them expects... but it might be exactly what each of them needs. MINE is a 104,000 word steamy, standalone MMF bisexual m�nage romance with no cliffhangers. It's
intended for readers who enjoy explicit scenes of MF, MM, and MMF on the way to the kind of HEA that combines sweet with heat... and doesn't let up until everybody is fully satisfied.
5 steamy must-have MMF romances with over 800 pages where fairy tale princes, rugged beasts, and big bad wolves fall under enchantment, and save the kingdom for the love of their beauties and first time male loves. You will experience all of the emotions as the world’s
most beloved stories are retold with lust, unexpected twists, and HEA endings that you will reread again and again. Beauty and Two Beasts Confided to a magical castle by a cursed beast, a girl discovers more than just the prince under his rough exterior, but a man with
secrets and a forbidden lost love. Her Red Hood A girl in search of her first love meets, an untamable wolf shifter, and a hunter who has pledged to rid the forest of wolves. Enemies will become lovers in a sexy love triangle based on the classic fairy tale ‘Little Red
Riding Hood’. Her Two Wishes A sheltered princess meets, a gorgeous bad boy, and his irresistibly sexy best friend. Love and heartbreak will cause heroes to rise. While danger and tragedy turn friends to lovers in this epic soul mate romance that you won't put down until
its HEA ending. Aladdin's First Time Before Aladdin met Jasmine, or the genie, he was a boy painfully alone on the streets. No one cared whether he lived or died until he met the boy who would transform his life. Aladdin & His Prince Charming Children are disappearing from
Aladdin's magical realm, stolen away in the middle of the night by a fire-breathing dragon. Vowing to save his people, Aladdin journeys by magic carpet to the dragon's land and meets the handsome Prince Eric on his way to wake Snow White with True Love's Kiss. Smitten with
the charming young royal, Aladdin pretends to be a wizard and convinces Eric to journey with him to battle the dragon. But as the showdown with the dragon rapidly approaches and the two heroic men risk their lives for one another, their hearts may find something that will
help them truly live happily ever after. ‘Her Two Beasts’ contains very steamy, ultra high heat bisexual menage romance series with explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes, twists and turns, and not-to-be-missed HEA endings!
Her Two Wishes
Furious Chase: MMF Bisexual Romance
A MMF Bisexual Menage Romance
Until Your Toes Curl: MMF Bisexual Romance Anthology Vol. 2
Her Best Bad Decision: MMF Bisexual Romance
Discovering Pleasure
MineMmf Bisexual Menage RomanceCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
Season Two of the Steamy MMF Bisexual Series is finally here! Nicholson, Grabowski, & Sergei will all be back. But there will also be new characters in the mix! And of course, there will be lots of M/M, MMF Bi, and even MMM & MMMF scenes as well...Yeah, Season Two is going to be scorching HOT!
Rule One: Don’t date your therapist. Rule Two: Don’t date the man of the house. Rule Three: Definitely don’t date both at once. Easy right? Guess again. I’ve always had a strange relationship with my stepdad Gray. We don’t get each other. Well, I get him. I see that body, hard and muscular. And my mom’s long gone, so why not? But Gray’s moral. A good guy. He wants me, but he doesn’t. So we go to therapy together. Except the therapist is gorgeous.
Mason Channing, PhD, helps couples resolve their issues. But Dr. Channing’s not interested in fixing things because he’s interested in something else. My curves. My wetness. Making me pant … as Gray watches. This is wrong. So bad. Totally taboo. But it’s the best therapy I’ve ever had …
When two rivals fall for the same woman, she must make a choice that will shape the future of their clan. Bailey has given up on ever finding love. So when her best friend sets her up on a blind date, she’s more than just a little skeptical. But all doubt is pushed aside after she meets Jaxon, a bear shifter who is everything she could ask for—strong, handsome, and kind. But Jaxon has a rival for leadership of his clan, another bear shifter named Levi
who is thrilling and mysterious with an air of danger that draws Bailey in. Levi also becomes a rival for Bailey’s affections. She tries to resist him, but the allure is too strong. Things become even more complicated when she discovers the two of them have a romantic history. With passions on the rise, they find themselves tangled up in a vicious battle for leadership and Bailey. The winner takes all and the loser gets nothing. But when Bailey’s heart won’t
accept anything less than both of them, what can she do as long as the two remain divided over their past? This is a free stand-alone story with an HEA and MF, MM and MMF pairings. keywords: MMF, bisexual romance, bear shifter, werebears, menage, threesome, free reads, series starter, paranormal romance, alphas, enemies become lovers
Just Two Much
MMF Bisexual Ménage Romance
MMF Polyamory Bisexual Romance Novel
Her Honey Pot
Season Two: MMF Bisexual Romance
Her Two Men in Sonoma

A billionaire bad boy and a brilliant artist meet their match when they fall for the same untamable girl. Whirlwind romance, mind-blowing sex, and emotional fulfillment follow... with a catch JOANNE Whenever something bad happens, people always talk about moving to Canada. Are you kidding? It's freezing up there. Joanne is way too smart
for that. No, she headed to The Bahamas. Beautiful relaxing beaches... hot island men who appreciated her curves... That was exactly what she needed. Could anything have prepared her for what she found - Paulo, an insanely hot local artist, and Devlin, a billionaire bad boy who sails the islands like a pirate? She had to be crazy to follow
those two men onto Devlin's yacht for an island hopping escape. But with eyes like Devlin's and a body like Paulo's, how could any woman not? PAULO If Paulo lived anywhere else on the planet other than a tiny tropical island, he would already be a world famous artist. With a spectacular eye for beauty and form, he is consumed by Joanna
from the moment he sees her. The problem is that his friend, Devlin, seems to like her too. Paulo could never compete with Devlin's yacht and billionaire lifestyle, but under the spell of the most beautiful woman he has ever seen, Paulo isn't about to give Joanna up without a fight... even if that means joining the two on a sexually charged
sailing adventure that Paulo could never have imagined. DEVLIN When Devlin met Joanna, he knew immediately that he had met his match. She was gorgeous, funny, and had a mouth like a sailor. Who better to sail the seven seas with? Okay, the turquoise waters of the Bahamas wasn't exactly the seven seas. But when you sail your fifty-foot
superyacht under the pirate flag, you get to call things what you want. In fact, Devlin always got what he wanted until he met his drop-dead good looking friend, Paulo. The sexual tension between the two had always been sizzling. And now with Joanne in the mix, Devlin has a plan to get his pirate booty. Steamy nights, high seas piracy,
unexpected twists and turns, add that together and you've got some delicious island candy. 'Island Candy' is a very steamy, very funny, ultra high heat standalone bisexual menage romance with explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. Contains a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
"Do to me what you do to your boys," Jasmine said shaking like a leaf. Jasmine - has been having dreams. In it, a rippling god claims her innocent body and makes it his own. That is only a dream, however. If she wants to be touched by a man in real life, she would first have to escape the palace where her father, the Sultan, has forbid any man
from looking her in the eyes. Aladdin - hasn't been innocent in a long time. Street smart and confident, he has an all-consuming secret; he's attracted to guys. That isn't the reason he saves a fellow street-rat from being beaten. But that is the reason Aladdin looks into the beautiful boy's grateful eyes and quivers for his lustful touch. What will
Aladdin do when he realizes that his beautiful boy is Jasmine in disguise? Will he recognize her as his soul mate? And, what will happen when fate brings Aladdin a rippling god of his own? Which of the two will Aladdin choose? With a powerful sorcerer fighting to keep the three apart, Aladdin will have to decide fast. And, Jasmine, with two
wishes of her own, might have the answer to how this love triangle could live happily ever after. Adventurous days and steamy nights follow in 'Her Two Wishes', an ultra-high heat re-imagining of a classic fairy tale. This bisexual menage romance has twists and turns, explicit MF, MM, and MMF scenes, and a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
A fake relationship leads to, enemies becoming lovers, sizzling encounters, and longtime best friends giving into their feelings and falling into an unforgettable MMF romance. BLAZE Blaze has a problem, he likes to put on a show. When he was a professional football player, it made him a star. But now that he’s the CEO of a billion dollar
biotech company, it can get him into trouble. And when a video of him “putting on a show” with a set of Swedish twins goes viral, he is about to be removed from the company he started. The world is turning against him. And, the only one who stands up for him is Ariel Katt, a rival CEO who proclaims in a press conference that she will stand
by her fiancé. Fiancé? They can barely stand each other. What is Ariel up to? And, does Blaze have any choice but to agree to Ariel’s crazy proposal? ARIEL Ariel came from nothing and is now the CEO her own biotech company. She’s driven and knows how to get what she wants. But after a string of bad investments, she is in desperate
need of a hit. She needs Quin Summers’ latest invention which is guaranteed to change the world. That means Quin has to be convinced to join her company. And who better to convince him than Blaze Turner, his longtime best friend and the guy who is about to owe her big. Sure, she and Blaze never got along in the past, maybe they even
hated each other, but now he needs her and she needs him. And with the endorsement of Quin’s best friend in the world, there is no way she won’t acquire Quin’s invention and save her company. QUIN There are two things that are undeniably true about Quin Summers; he is a brilliant genius, and he hates Blaze Turner. Why does he hate
Blaze? Because even though they had been friends since high school and it was Quin’s invention that became the basis of their company, Blaze stole their patent and made billions from it leaving Quin with nearly nothing. Why would Quin agree to such an arrangement? Because Quin was secretly in love with him. But Blaze screwed him, not
in the good way, and tricked Quin into signing a contract that forced him to act buddy-buddy with Blaze in public. Truth was, though, that Quin wanted nothing but to see Blaze burn in hell. So, now that Quin has invented something that is guaranteed to change all of humanity, and he again has the upper hand, what will he do when Blaze
inevitable comes calling? Get his revenge, that’s what. That is as long as his suppressed feelings for Blaze doesn’t resurface. 'Burning Blaze’ is a steamy bisexual romance with as many laughs as twists and turns. Loaded with enough MM, MFM, and MMF scenes to make your toes curl, it will leave you satisfied with its not-to-be-missed HEA
ending. *‘Burning Blaze’ is a standalone which includes appearances of the characters from ‘Hurricane Laine’.
Two grooms. One fake fiancée. Mason and Derek are billionaire partners in a corporate conglomerate. They struck a business deal and needed a girl to be their fake fiancée – me. But first I had to be convinced. So they taught me everything there is to know about pleasing two men. How to whisper. How to tease. How to give. And before I know
it, I’m head over heels in love. Because even though the engagement’s fake, suddenly it feels all too real. Engaged? To two men? YES PLEASE. Hey Readers – Let your fantasies soar with this steamy MMF romance. You’ll love the M/M romance between two dominant alpha males who can’t get enough of each other or the feisty curvy girl
who’s brought them together. As always, there’s no cheating, no cliffhangers, and always a guaranteed HEA. Enjoy! Love, Cassie
An MMF Bisexual Romance (Total Indulgence #2)
Mmf Bisexual Menage Romance
Burning Blaze: MMF Bisexual Romance
My Two Jaguars - MMF Bisexual Paranormal Romance
The Sharp Edge of Bliss

Please me and tease me, I whisper. The two men were only too happy to comply. I’ve been with Dads and Daughters for a while now. Some people would say I’m a hedonist. I just think I like to enjoy the best of what life has to offer. After all, these long-haul truckers need relief, and I’m just the curvy girl to provide it. But as you can guess, my work generates a lot of dirty laundry. So I head to the Lodge’s laundromat one day to
do a load. But I’m surprised by two gorgeous men! Aaron and Andrew dump their filthy loads on me too. And Heaven help me, but I *adore* being with the two alpha males. But are Aaron and Andrew okay with my dirty past? And what happens when I discover I’m expecting their baby? Naomi is no angel, but that’s why we love her. She’s a woman who enjoys her curves and isn’t afraid to flaunt them, especially when there are
two OTT alpha males showing their appreciation. Warning: swords cross in this book, but that’s what makes it tasty! No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an HEA for my readers.
A sheltered princess meets, a gorgeous bad boy, and his irresistibly sexy best friend. Love and heartbreak will cause heroes to rise. While danger and tragedy turn friends to lovers in this epic soul mate romance that you won't put down until its HEA ending. Jasmine - has been having dreams. In it, a rippling god claims her innocent body and makes it his own. That is only a dream, however. If she wants to be touched by a man in
real life, she would first have to escape the palace where her father, the Sultan, has forbid any man from looking her in the eyes. But, something is telling her that her first love lies beyond the palace walls. How could she get there? Everything would have to go exactly right. Which means that her future would all come down to fate. Aladdin - hasn’t been innocent in a long time. Street smart and confident, he has an all-consuming
secret; he’s attracted to guys. That isn’t the reason he saves a fellow street-rat from being beaten. But that is the reason Aladdin looks into the beautiful boy’s grateful eyes and quivers for his lustful touch. What will Aladdin do when he realizes that his beautiful boy is Jasmine in disguise? Will he recognize her as his soul mate? Or, will the tragedy that tears them apart lead him into the arms of a loyal friend who would do anything
to keep Aladdin safe? With a powerful sorcerer willing to destroy the kingdom to keep the three separated, Aladdin will have to make a sacrifice. Will he choose Jasmine or his best friend? Or will Jasmine, with two wishes of her own, come up with a way for this love triangle to live happily ever after? Adventurous days and steamy nights follow in ‘Her Two Wishes’, an ultra-high heat re-imagining of a classic fairy tale. This bisexual
menage romance has twists and turns, explicit MF, MM, and MMF scenes, and a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
7 steamy must-have MMF romances with over 750 pages about bad boys, movie stars and boyfriends who know how to treat their curvy girls. Closeted guys will have their first loves. Wiser couples will have their second chance at love. Friends will become lovers. And, enemies will become lovers in romances filled with lust, love, endless twists and turns and HEA endings. Bane (Complete Series) A closeted guy experiences his
first love with a wealthy heir dripping with sex. After their whirlwind encounter, the couple will get their second chance at love, while secrets and unexpected turns threaten their scorching good time. Heart-ache, passion and MMF love soon follow. Bittersweet (Complete Series) An FBI agent with a secret past falls for the sexy criminal he’s chasing. These opposites will get their second chance at love. And, unexpected twists and
turns, sizzling sex and a mysterious woman will turn their forbidden love into a smokin’ MMF romance. Before He Was Famous (Complete Series) A closeted college encounter haunts Drue Bishop as his unrequited love remerges as the most famous actor in the world. There’s a slow burn to their second chance at love. But sex, angst and tears makes this MMF romance an emotional one. Rules For Spanking An alpha male who
wrestles bulls can’t fight his feelings when he loses his memory and falls for the sworn male enemy of his female fiancée. A sassy heroine and a cocky co-worker go from enemies to lovers in this spankingly good dominance and submission romance that has more than a few laughs. ‘Bad Boys Finish Last’ contains very steamy, ultra high heat bisexual menage romance series with explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. With
lots of twists and turns, each series has a not-to-be-missed HEA ending! ***** BITTERWSEET An FBI agent with a secret past falls for the sexy criminal he’s chasing. These opposites will get their second chance at love. And, unexpected twists and turns, sizzling sex and a mysterious woman will turn their forbidden love into a smokin’ MMF romance. SAM Sam Bitter is a criminal with a problem; he's in love. What's the problem?
It's with Thomas Sweet, the FBI agent chasing him. Sam might have a lot of regrets but loving Tom isn’t one. The question is, once Tom finds out how Sam feels, will Tom be able to look past Sam’s shadowy history or will Tom seek his revenge? TOM Thomas Sweet is a man with a singular focus -- to put Sam Bitter behind bars. Could a twenty-year-old secret be the reason? Not according to Tom. But when Tom finds their
relationship pick up from where it left off, will Tom follow his heart or his sworn oath? EVE When Eve shows up at a bar capturing Sam’s attention, it seems like a coincidence. Is it? Could Eve hold the solution to all of their problems? Or is she the worst thing that could ever happen to two men destined for love? With the FBI closing in on Sam, Sam and Tom will have to figure things out fast. ‘Bittersweet’ is a very steamy, ultra
high heat, bisexual menage romance with explicit MF, MM, and MMF scenes. Contains not-to-be-missed twists and turns and an HEA ending!
A cocky baseball player falls for, the curvy girl who knows how to put him in his place, and the off-limits billionaire who owns his team. Laughter follows in this second chance romance where pretend dating leads to secret relationships and a whole lot more. Lexi As a curvy American girl spending her senior year in Japan, the last thing Lexi expected was to find a guy. So, when Forrest Wolf, the drop-dead gorgeous American star of
Japan’s baseball league, crossed the bar to meet her, you can excuse her skepticism. The man was used to thousands of people chanting his name every night. No, she immediately shut him cocky ass down… his incredibly tight, cocky ass… how long had it been since she had had sex, again? Why is it that after a girl gives in to a guy, and they have the most incredibly night of their lives, the guy could beg the girl for her number
and then still not call? In Forrest’s case, it may have to do with him being traded to an American team days after they met? Maybe. So, when Lexi returns home and gets a dream job offer dependent on getting an interview with him, what is she to do? Could this be a second chance at love? Or will that get ruined when, after again staring at his cocky ass, things “get complicated” in a restaurant bathroom… and everyone hears
them… and posts it on social media? Yikes! Forrest Wolf Forrest was the biggest thing in baseball… during college. In the majors, he partied his way into being a bust. But then he went to Japan, cleaned up his ways and became a star. So, why is it that when he is then made the face of Portland’s new team, he again crashes and burns? It’s because Forrest has a huge secret. His name is Bradley Morrow and he is the sexy
billionaire owner of Forrest’s new team. Before Forrest knew who he was, the two hooked up. Now Forrest can’t get his off-limits boss out of his mind. Was that what went wrong between Forrest and Lexi? Maybe. Could he explain that to Lexi, who has amazingly reappeared in his life? And, would Lexi mind pretending to be his girlfriend to convince his boss that their night together meant nothing to him? Forrest has never fallen
in love with a guy before. And, as sexy and charming as Bradley is, Forrest needs to keep a tight grip on his heart. Bradley Morrow Ley believes that the fastest way to make a billion dollars is to find someone with a great mind. And, the fastest way to lose a billion dollars is to find someone with a great body. Not only does his star player have the best body he has ever seen, but so does his sexy girlfriend Lexi… that is if she really is
his girlfriend. Whatever is going on between those two, Ley knows that they are both off-limits. He’s Forrest’s boss, after all. Could the three of them even attempt a secret relationship with the whole world watching? On the other hand, what’s the use of having all of the money in the world if you don’t have love? ‘Her Best Bad Decision’ is a very steamy, very funny, ultra-high heat standalone bisexual menage romance with
explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. Contains a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
An MMF Bisexual Menage Romance
Reckless Vandal: MMF Bisexual Romance
Bad Boys Finish Last: MMF Bisexual Romance Collection
Please and Tease
An MMF Bisexual Secret Baby Romance
Your Forever Love (MMF Bisexual Romance)

ROCK N’ ROLL IS A TAG TEAM SPORT… One night of extreme temptation, at the hands of five red hot alpha bad boy rockstars in the making has Maya squirming in her skimpy party clothes. MAYA: FOSTER AND MAX SET ME UP! I had no idea that invitation to ‘come’ back stage was meant in the biblical
sense. But it turns out my lovers are keen to watch me fu@k the whole band! And I’ve got no clue what to do or how to feel about it. I mean, what would you do if your two lovers tempted you with all of that rock hard man candy? How the hell am I supposed to resist their sugary sweet advances?
Should I even bother, now that I’ve got the green light to swing around from man to man like a bonobo monkey on Spanish Fly? I am so torn, and oh so tempted…
Belle had been well on her way to global success as one of the most daring ballerinas of her time, when a catastrophic staging mistake crippled her. Unable to handle living amongst her one-time peers, Belle flees the city of Des Moines, pointing her car east with no destination. She drives
until she runs out of gas for the second time, then, on a whim, decides to rebuild her life in the tiny town of Anderson, PA. Her welcoming committee consists of Ruger, her young, playful landlord who has been in love with her from afar ever since she made headlines on national stages. Though
reluctant to be in such close proximity to a fan, Belle decides to rent a room in his storybook-style cottage. Still crippled from her accident, Belle is in need of a physical therapist. Being a small town, there is only one; and he has a deep and tangled history with Belle's starstruck
landlord. As depression at the loss of her career threatens to swallow her whole, Belle pushes beyond her limits in a desperate attempt to regain the strength and ability she feels she's lost. Ruger has been back in town for a couple of years after his sudden and ill-planned escape six years
earlier. His past follows him wherever he goes, and he can't seem to shake his obsession with his long-time ex boyfriend; the skilled and extremely hot Colt. Ancient hurts build walls between them, however, and the more impatient Ruger becomes, the thicker the walls become. Belle's arrival at
his rental kicks off a journey of self-discovery that had been a long time coming, and his painful restructuring of self mirrors her own journey toward healing. They bond quickly, though neither of them can decide whether real feelings or desperation are driving their attachment. Colt has
spent the six years since Ruger broke his heart bettering himself in every way. He put in the work, and became a better man for it. When Ruger breaks down one night, however, his self-control wanes. In addition to the sudden rekindling of the fire that he'd thought had gone out between them,
Colt finds himself irresistibly drawn to Ruger's new tenant... who also happens to be his newest client. Ethical questions and overwhelming lust drive them to do things they never would have considered before. Will they tear each other apart? Or will they find a way to balance their
dysfunction, and create the sort of mundane magic they all crave?
Teledildonics? What on earth is that? The two cherry farmers are about to introduce me to a world I’ve never experienced before. After being unceremoniously fired, I wanted to leave the city. I took a seasonal job at a cherry farm to pick fruit. The slower pace was just what I needed to destress and get myself in a better frame of mind. I thought the cherry farmers would be a bunch of country hicks wearing overalls while chewing straw. But Huck and Hank are nothing like what I expected. The men have broad shoulders, wide chests, and huge, powerful cherrypickers. In fact, they
want to pluck my cherry – using teledildonics. What? What in the world is teledildonics? It sounds like something naughty and filthy … and it is. Because Huck and Hank are no country bumpkins. These men run a virtual reality firm exploring the boundaries of love, and teledildonics is the next
frontier. I shouldn’t enjoy this. I came to the farm to escape technology and the stress of modern life. But soon, these dirty farmers are plucking my cherry over and over again … while leaving me with a baby along the way! Get your mind out of the gutter, you naughty girl! Okay, maybe let it
stay there for just a bit longer because this is a filthy, technology-driven romance novella that will have you hanging onto your seat for more. Your hair will be on fire by the end of the read, but teledildonics will do that if you’re not careful. Warning: This is a MMF bisexual romance, so
swords absolutely cross. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an HEA for my readers.
Author Promise: Swoon-worthy guys; twisting story; crackling sexual tension A secret royal, his bad boy best friend, and the curvy woman they both want, fall into an epic MMF bisexual romance. Sharing a room, and a fake relationship lead to, a first time gay relationship, sizzling encounters,
and longtime best friends giving in to their heart-aching passion. KAT Katherine couldn’t have worse taste in men. After thinking she had found the love of her life, she finds herself stranded on an island in the South Pacific without money or a way of getting home. If she hadn’t met Angel, a
tall, sizzling hot stranger who offers to rescue her, she might have been there forever. And the only thing he asks in return is for her to pretend to be his fiancé first. Why would he need someone to do something like that? She didn’t know. And when they end up sharing a room together at a
nudist resort, and the sparks between them turn into a blazing inferno, what could possibly go wrong? ANGEL Angel lives in a world where nothing is ever what it seems… and he loves it. His life would be perfect if not for the occasional complication… the biggest of which is Chase, the one
person he can’t escape and who forces him to confront his dark secrets. So when Angel meets Kat and sees a way to escape Chase, he takes it. But could he have a perfect life without Chase? Or, is his childhood best friend the only one who can rescue him from another of his complications, an
unbearably lonely heart? CHASE Chase found his purpose early in life. It was to clean up his best friend’s messes. He couldn’t stop himself. He was hopelessly in love with him. But, how did his old friend feel about him? Everything Angel did told Chase that he wasn’t interested. So, why was
Chase still following him around the world protecting Angel from himself? And, when Angel introduces him to his beautiful, new fiancé, what does it mean for the two of them? Will Kat bring Chase and Angel together, or tear them apart? And, if Angel creates a mess like he always does, will
Chase clean it up, or make an unexpected decision that leads to the three of them finding the love they all desperately desire? ‘Furious Chase’ is a steamy bisexual romance with twists, turns and heat. Loaded with crackling MM, MFM, and MMF scenes that will make your toes curl, it will make
you laugh as much as cry before leaving you satisfied with its tear-jerking HEA ending. * ‘Furious Chase’ can be read and enjoyed on its own and includes appearances of the characters from the ‘Taming the Beast’ series.
MMF Bisexual Romance
An MMF Bisexual Menage Romance Novel
Mine
In Between: an MMF Bisexual Menage Romance
Her Two Men in London: An MMF Bisexual Romance (Total Indulgence, #1)
Her Juicy Cherry
A week away together turns three friends into something so much more...After his breakup with Jill, Tom and Nicole invite their best friend Chris to join them on their break. He's their best friend, their roommate, and the last thing they want is for him to be left behind while they disappear and relax.They've
been together for years, never needing anything more than each other, but after Nicole confesses one of her fantasies, things become blurred. She's always wanted to see Tom with another man, to share that experience and enjoy both men at the same time....Away in their cabin, Tom is left to face urges he never
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knew he had. After hearing Nicole's desire, he can't help but look at his best friend in a completely different light. Now seems like the perfect time to act, to invite Chris to join them, but they both know the damage it could do to their friendship and relationship."Two Become Three" Is a hot and steamy MMF
romance intended for mature audiences 18+ This story contains male on male sex and explores the evolving relationship between all three characters and their changing sexuality. Approximately 40,000 words with HEA ending.
Two emotionally unavailable men are in love with each other and don't want to admit it.One is an alphahole.The other may be a hitman.As for me, I'm the escort who's been hired to fix things between them.This wasn't in my contract.This book contains dark themes, graphic sex scenes, kink, and violence.
7 steamy MMF romances about the bad boys and boyfriends who don’t follow the rules. Bane (Complete Series) A closeted guy experiences his first love with a wealthy heir dripping with sex. After their whirlwind encounter, the couple will get their second chance at love, while secrets and unexpected turns
threaten their scorching good time. Heart-ache, passion and MMF love soon follow. Bittersweet (Complete Series) An FBI agent with a secret past falls for the sexy criminal he’s chasing. These opposites will get their second chance at love. And, unexpected twists and turns, sizzling sex and a mysterious woman
will turn their forbidden love into a smokin’ MMF romance. Before He Was Famous (Complete Series) A closeted college encounter haunts Drue Bishop as his unrequited love remerges as the most famous actor in the world. There’s a slow burn to their second chance at love. But sex, angst and tears makes this
MMF romance an emotional one. Rules For Spanking An alpha male who wrestles bulls can’t fight his feelings when he loses his memory and falls for the sworn male enemy of his female fiancée. A sassy heroine and a cocky co-worker go from enemies to lovers in this spankingly good dominance and submission
romance that has more than a few laughs. ‘Until Your Toes Curl: Volume 2’ contains very steamy, ultra high heat bisexual menage romance series with explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. With lots of twists and turns, each series has a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
After his stepfather nearly ruins both his family name and business, Damien Fiorenza becomes suspicious of everyone--except for his long-time partner, Ethan Lord. He doesn't trust people in authority, much less the woman who weasels her way into his walled-up heart, alongside his lover of fifteen years.Ethan
dislikes his empathic abilities, especially since they allow him to feel his mother's indifference toward him, her only son. Damien, however, has always made Ethan feel needed, appreciated, and protected--but he can't voice what Ethan is desperate to hear. Falling for their new secretary is unexpected, but she
encourages and supports him in ways Damien won't.Shaylia Bright's father chose his secret family over her and her mother. Ever since, she's striven to be the best she can be, unable to stomach being second best. Although an office romance is taboo, she can't deny the passionate chemistry among the three of
them and finds herself drawn to both her bosses.A dark and deep secret from the past forces Damien to raise his defenses. Haunting revelations tear everyone apart, dooming Shaylia to second best and Ethan to an incomplete life. Wrought with insecurity and stubbornness, can they find the courage to accept
parts of their painful past in order to forge a path together, toward a happily ever after?*Warning: menage sex (MMF), m/m sex, anal sex, double penetration
20 Sizzling MMF Bisexual Romances
Island Candy
Double Dare
The Spy
Broken Butterfly
Ganging Up On Her
5 steamy must-have MMF romances with over 800 pages where fairy tale princes, rugged beasts, and big bad wolves fall under enchantment, and save the kingdom for the love of their beauties and first time male loves. You will experience all of the emotions as the world’s most beloved stories are
retold with lust, unexpected twists, and HEA endings that you will reread again and again. Beauty and Two Beasts Confided to a magical castle by a cursed beast, a girl discovers more than just the prince under his rough exterior, but a man with secrets and a forbidden lost love. Her Red Hood A
girl in search of her first love meets, an untamable wolf shifter, and a hunter who has pledged to rid the forest of wolves. Enemies will become lovers in a sexy love triangle based on the classic fairy tale ‘Little Red Riding Hood’. Her Two Wishes A sheltered princess meets, a gorgeous bad
boy, and his irresistibly sexy best friend. Love and heartbreak will cause heroes to rise. While danger and tragedy turn friends to lovers in this epic soul mate romance that you won't put down until its HEA ending. Aladdin's First Time Before Aladdin met Jasmine, or the genie, he was a boy
painfully alone on the streets. No one cared whether he lived or died until he met the boy who would transform his life. Aladdin & His Prince Charming Children are disappearing from Aladdin's magical realm, stolen away in the middle of the night by a fire-breathing dragon. Vowing to save his
people, Aladdin journeys by magic carpet to the dragon's land and meets the handsome Prince Eric on his way to wake Snow White with True Love's Kiss. Smitten with the charming young royal, Aladdin pretends to be a wizard and convinces Eric to journey with him to battle the dragon. But as the
showdown with the dragon rapidly approaches and the two heroic men risk their lives for one another, their hearts may find something that will help them truly live happily ever after. ‘Until Your Toes Curl: Volume 3’ contains very steamy, ultra high heat bisexual menage romance series with
explicit MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes. With lots of twists and turns, each series has a not-to-be-missed HEA ending! ***** BEAUTY AND TWO BEASTS BELLE Belle’s father always taught her to be smart, independent and fearless. It’s no wonder she became an outcast in her small, French village. Belle
doesn’t regret making love with her new fiancé. But when the entire town finds out, and tragedy strikes, it only makes Belle’s situation worse. Now dreaming only of leaving her closed-minded town, Belle’s father makes her a promise. “When I return, we’ll move to the city,” he says. But what
would Belle do if he didn’t return? How would her neighbors treat her with her father not around? CAPTAIN BERNARD There is no one in town who doesn’t love Captain Bernard. That is, no one except Belle. Sure, he’s built, good-looking and powerful. But he is also full of himself and has gained
the nickname ‘The Animal’ for his behavior on the battlefield. But is there more to the Captain than meets the eye? Could his animalistic drive come from the pain of a long lost love? Is his love for Belle real? And when Belle’s father disappears while on a trip to the city, will Captain
Bernard be the one to come to Belle’s rescue? THE BEAST Deep in the Dark Forest is an enchanted castle. In it lives a beast. With curling horns and jagged fangs, there is no one who could ever love such a creature. Unfortunately, love is the only thing that could break the castle’s curse. The
Beast isn’t all bad, however. Seeing a man being chased by wolves, the Beast gives him refuge in his castle. But when the man steals an enchanted rose as he leaves, the enraged Beast locks him up. Will the Beast allow the man’s beautiful daughter to take his place? Could she be the one to
break the curse? And will the Beast’s heartbreaking secret change the way this classic tale ends? With steamy encounters, a gorgeous Prince who visits Belle at night, and unexpected twists and turns, ‘Beauty and Two Beasts’ is a tantalizing retelling of a classic fairy tale that you will never
forget.
They battled over her, but she pleads for both of them to join in her bed. Votan is a proud warrior who knows he deserves Michelle. She gives meaning to the many lives he's lived. He lost her to his despised rival Maximon in his last incarnation, but this new life offers him a chance to redeem
himself. Votan yearns to claim his mate. Wall Street millionaire Maximon bonded with Michelle in a past life after Votan made a dire mistake. He didn’t expect the jaguar queen to summon his spirit in this life, but it’s a gift he’ll cherish. Maximon is happy to steal his beloved from his
enemy. Broke college graduate Michelle doesn't care that she's a Mayan jaguar goddess. She's just trying to find a job. Her spirit-bonding comes to her in dreams, the subconscious act of her goddess essence which she hasn’t yet embraced. In the morning she realizes something unbelievable
happened. The three of them have spirit-bonded to each other. My Two Jaguars is the bisexual retelling of Mated to the Jaguars which has over two dozen five star reviews. Completely rewritten, this thrilling romantica adventure contains explicit red hot scenes of MF, MM, and bisexual ménage. A
happily ever after is guaranteed!
20 steamy must-have MMF romances with over 2500 pages about bad boys, athletes, and billionaires who know how to treat their curvy girls. Guys will have their first time gay loves. Friends will become lovers. And, enemies will become lovers in romances filled with lust, love, laughter, tears,
endless twists and turns, and HEA endings. Her Best Bad Decision A cocky baseball player falls for, the off-limits billionaire who owns his team, and the sassy curvy girl who moves in with him uninvited. Laughter follows in this feel-good romance that will have you tearfully cheering for the
sexy threesome by the end. Island Candy (Complete Series) A billionaire bad boy and a brilliant artist meet their match when they fall for the same untamable girl. Friends become lovers having mind-blowing sex. But it’s the emotional connection between the three which leads to a closeted guy’s
first love. Humor and tears makes this story a tasty treat. (Includes the all new story ‘Island Candy: Baby News’) The Muse (Complete Series) A billionaire businessman and a brilliant artist meet a wild, curvy girl and get their lives turned upside down. A sassy heroine is seduced by a
billionaire, while an angsty artist tackles his past. Expect humor, mind-blowing sex, and emotional-fulfillment in this perfect escapist romance. In The Moonlight (Complete Series) A genius billionaire, a sexy rocket engineer, and an introverted curvy girl, go on a wild ride towards love.
Dating the boss leads to humor, out of this world sex, and a few tears in this heartwarming romance. Also included: Bane (Series) Bittersweet (Series) Before He Was Famous (Series) Rules For Spanking (Series) Her Two Wishes (Series) Her Red Hood Beauty and Two Beasts ‘‘20 Sizzling MMF Bisexual
Romances’ contains very steamy, ultra-high heat bisexual menage romance series with enough MF, MM, MFM and MMF scenes to make your toes curl again and again. With lots of humor and twists and turns, each series has a not-to-be-missed HEA ending!
Beauty and Two Beasts
Night is Darkest
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